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Digitalisation and new media are an important part of contemporary art and culture. With
its Digital Culture programme Pro Helvetia has responded to this new impulse. The
current issue of Passages, Pro Helvetia's cultural magazine, demonstrates that this digital
turn enables new forms of creativity, from net art to game design.
The project, Mobile. In touch with Digital Creation supports Swiss creative professionals
who make innovative use of new technological possibilities. Swiss game designers like
Mario von Rickenbach, Etter Studio and Apelab, who have been supported by Pro
Helvetia, have already gone on to achieve international success.
This month Pro Helvetia New Delhi has invited Christian Etter to visit India to introduce
Drei to Indian audiences. Etter Studio's Drei, which won a prize in the Swiss Games call
for projects, was nominated for 'Excellence in Visual Arts' at the Independent Games
Festival in San Francisco.
Join us in Goa and Bangalore to hear Christian Etter dissect the creative process that led
to the creation of the awardwinning computer game Drei!
Pro Helvetia New Delhi
September 2014

Kyoorius Designyatra 2014 invites Swiss designer Christian Etter
Kyoorius Designyatra 2014 has invited Swiss designer Christian Etter to
present his iPad game Drei to over 1500 delegates from the global creative
and communications industry from across Asia. More

Rewired Thinking, a presentation by Christian Etter
Swiss game designer and founder Etter Studio, Christian Etter visits India to
introduce his game Drei to Indian audiences in Goa and Bangalore. Etter
dissects the creative process that led to the creation of the awardwinning
computer game Drei. More

September Night of Literature 2014
A literary evening of contemporary writing in German, this event of prose
and poetry includes conversations and readings by Heike Fiedler from
Switzerland and Katharina Hagena from Germany. The evening is
presented by the GoetheInstitut / Max Mueller Bhavan and Pro Helvetia 
Swiss Arts Council. More

Swiss author and poet, Heike Fiedler to visit India
Heike Fiedler who works in the fields of text, sound, visuals and
performance will read from her book << langues de meehr edition spoken
script>> Der Gesunde Menschenversand in Goa, Delhi and Jaipur. More

Swiss visual artist Mia Marfurt resident in Kochi

Pepper House Residency, Kochi has invited Swiss visual artist Mia Marfurt
for a research residency. Mia aims to use her time at the Pepper House
Residency to create new work that goes under the working title of 'Kochi
Series'. More

Sound artist POL returns to collaborate with Mehneer Sudan
Of Women is a presentation by Indian choreographer and performer
Mehneer Sudan in collaboration with the Swiss sound artist POL. More

Visit our website: www.prohelvetia.in
Join Pro Helvetia New Delhi on Facebook for regular updates.
Read the latest edition of the cultural magazine Passages: www.prohelvetia.ch/passages/en
Editorial: Pro Helvetia New Delhi, Communications / Sangeeta Rana srana@prohelvetia.in
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Pro Helvetia supports and promotes Swiss culture in Switzerland and throughout the world.
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